MANIFESTO

I am Shreyas Nagu (190040113) contesting for the post of Design Secretary of Hostel 9, If selected I would intend to do the following:-

KEY INITIATIVES

- Conduct design workshop and eventually conduct a design competition and will ensure high participation and response.
- Conduct video editing workshop in collaboration with Institute Sports Media and Coverage team.

FOLLOW UP

- Ensure maximum participation for GCs through proper publicity and contacting personally.
- Will actively help in designing posters, hostel t-shirts, and hoodies without any delay.
- Will organize a t-shirt designing competition to get good ideas and suggestions from hostel-9 residents.
- Will ensure publicity of Hostel-9 social media pages by creating some good memes and videos.

COUNCIL MEMBER DUTIES

- Would help other secretaries and work as a team.
- Ensure proper publicity and active participation for Institute level cultural activities in our hostel.
- Will give my best to get high results in cultural GC’s.
- Will help in ideations and execution of hostel fests along with the council members.

CREDENTIALS

- Overall Coordinator of Raftaar(annual sports fest of hostel 15 and hostel 16).
- Institute Sports Convener in the design team for the term 2020-2021.